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Collection Summary

Repository: Ballets Russes Archives at the University of Oklahoma School of Dance
Collection: Lois Bewley
Title: Lois Bewley Collection
Dates: 1934-2012
Quantity: 1 Box
Abstract: Lois Bewley, an American ballerina, was a dancer in the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo. Her collection contains a program, a flyer, and photographs.

Identification: LB-015

Biographical Note
Lois Bewley was born in Louisville, Kentucky in 1934. She studied at the School of American Ballet. She danced with the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo from 1955 to 1957. She joined the New York City Ballet in 1959. She formed the First Chamber Dance Quartet in 1960. She became known as a choreographer for both ballets and operas as well as a renowned teacher. She died in 2012.

Scope and Content Note
The Lois Bewley Collection contains photographs, programs, and flyers from her time in the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo.

Organization of the Lois Bewley Collection
Photographs
Performance Program
Flyer

Restrictions
Restriction of Access
Certain restrictions to use or copying of materials may apply.

Index Terms
The following are selected search terms used in the collection
Ballet -- 1950-1960
Ballet dancers--1950-1960
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
Bewley, Lois
Flyers
Performance Programs
Photographic Prints

Administrative Information

Provenance
The collection was donated by Lois Bewley in 2007.

Processing History
The collection was inspected and arranged by Tara Davis. The collection was databased by Jessie Hopper in 2012.
Detailed Description of the Collection

The following section contains a detailed listing of the materials in the collection.

Lois Bewley Collection

Folder  Snapshots

1

- LB-015-P001  195u
  Alicia Alonso in *Swan Lake*
- LB-015-P002  195u
  Frederic Franklin and Deni Lamont in *Mikado*
- LB-015-P003  195u
  Dancers in *Mikado*
- LB-015-P004  195u
  Miguel Terekhov in *Giselle*
- LB-015-P005  195u
  James Brusock
- LB-015-P006  195u
  Igor Youskevitch in *Swan Lake*
- LB-015-P007  195u
  Alicia Alonso and Igor Youskevitch in *Swan Lake*
- LB-015-P008  195u
  Yvonne Chouteau in *Swan Lake*
- LB-015-P009  195u
  Nina Novak in *Swan Lake*
- LB-015-P010  1957
  Miguel Terekhov in *Copellia*
- LB-015-P011  1957
  Lois Bewley in *Raymonda*
- LB-015-P012  195u
  Alicia Alonso in studio
- LB-015-P013  195u
  Miguel Terekhov
- LB-015-P014  195u
  Alicia Alonso and Igor Youskevitch in *Swan Lake*
- LB-015-P015  195u
  Alicia Alonso
- LB-015-P016  195u
  Marjorie Beddow in *Giselle*
- LB-015-P017  1957
  Miguel Terekhov and Yvonne Chouteau on tour
- LB-015-P018  195u
  Lois Bewley in studio
- LB-015-P019  195u
  James Brusock and Barbara McGinnis
- LB-015-P020  195u
  Alicia Alonso in *Giselle*
Alicia Alonso in *Swan Lake*

Alicia Alonso and dancers

Igor Youskevitch in *Harlequinade*

Alicia Alonso and Igor Youskevitch in *Swan Lake*

Alicia Alonso in *Giselle*

Dzinta Vanags

Deni Lamont in *Copellia*

Alicia Alonso in *Don Quixote*

Alicia Alonso and Igor Youskevitch in *Giselle*

Alicia Alonso and Igor Youskevitch in *Swan Lake*

Igor Youskevitch in *Beau Danube*

Igor Youskevitch in *Harlequinade*

Rochelle Zide in *Mikado*

Igor Youskevitch in *Giselle*

Alicia Alonso and Michel Katcharoff

Alan Howard

Igor Youskevitch in *Swan Lake*

Meredith Baylis in *Gaite Parisienne*

Barbara McGinnis, Alicia Alonso, and Giaconda Filippini

Victor Moreno

Group shot on stage

Eugene Slavin in *Giselle*
Corps de ballet in *Giselle*

Miguel Terekhov in *Giselle*

Miguel Terekhov in *Copellia*

Unicorns in *La Dame a Licorne*

Michel Katcharoff

Rochelle Zide in *Raymonda*

Deni Lamont

Alan Howard

Alicia Alonso, Igor Youskevitch and Corps de Ballet in *Swan Lake*

Male Dancers cutting up

Victor Moreno in *Scheherazade*

Group photo in front of mountain

Group photo in front of plane

Rochelle Zide in *Nutcracker*

Eugene Slavin in *Harlequinade*

Eugene Slavin in *Gaite Parisinne*

Teri DeMari

Vada Belshaw in *Les Sylphides*

Gwen Barker, Valerie Smith, and Vada Belshaw in *Giselle*

Corps de ballet in *Giselle*

Salvador Jaurez in *Gaite Parisienne*

Hester FitzGerald in *Giselle*

Trepak dance from *Nutcracker*

Nina Novak in *Copellia*
LB-015-P067 195u
  Group shot of male dancers backstage

LB-015-P068 195u
  Yvonne Craig, Louis Kosman, and Dorothy Daniels in studio

LB-015-P069 1957
  Rochelle Zide in Harlequinade

LB-015-P070 195u
  Group shot backstage

LB-015-P071 195u
  Group shot on stage

LB-015-P072 195u
  Group shot in parking lot

LB-015-P073 195u
  Miguel Terekhov in Giselle

LB-015-P074 195u
  Louis Kosman

LB-015-P075 1957
  Alan Howard in Scheherazade

LB-015-P076 195u
  Miguel Terekhov

LB-015-P077 195u
  Eugene Slavin in Le Beau Danube

LB-015-P078 195u
  Yvonne Chouteau

LB-015-P079 195u
  Christine Hennessy and James Brusock

LB-015-P080 195u
  Alicia Alonso in studio

LB-015-P081 195u
  Group photo in front of house

LB-015-P082 195u
  Group photo in Gaite Parisienne

LB-015-P083 195u
  Nina Novak in Giselle

LB-015-P084 195u
  Unknown male dancer in costume

LB-015-P085 195u
  Louis Kosman and Yvonne Craig in Gaite Parisienne

Digital Images

LB-015-DP001 195u
  Lois Bewley in Sombreros

LB-015-DP002 195u
  Vada Belshaw in Les Sylphides

LB-015-DP003 195u
  Lois Bewley in Coppelia

LB-015-DP004 195u
Lois Bewley, Dorothy Daniels, Yvonne Craig, Dzinta Vanags in *Giselle*

LB-015-DP005  195u
Dzinta Vanags, Lois Bewley, Vada Belshaw, and Valerie Smith in *Swan Lake*

LB-015-DP006  195u
Lois Bewley in rehearsal

LB-015-DP007  195u
James Brusock, Meredith Baylis, Rachel Chapman, Michel Katcharoff

LB-015-DP008  195u
Lois Bewley and Deni Lamont in *Cirque de Deux*

LB-015-DP009  195u
Sally Seven, Barbara McGinnis, Dorothy Daniels, Michel Katcharoff (head turned), Miguel Terekhov (background), Irina Borowska, Gwenn Barker (foreground)

LB-015-DP010  195u
Mr. Ford, Irina Borowska, Michel Katcharoff

LB-015-DP011  195u
Vada Belshaw

LB-015-DP012  195u
Vada Belshaw

LB-015-DP013  195u
Background - Dorothy Daniels, Miguel Terekhov, Perry Brunson.
Foreground - Barbara McGinnis, Lois Bewley, and two unknown dancers

LB-015-DP014  195u
Yvonne Craig in *Sombreros*

LB-015-DP015  195u
On floor - Gwenn Barker, Josephine Jeffers, Eleanor D'Antuono.
Background - Lis Bewley, Vada Belshaw

LB-015-DM001  1950 January 26-27
Performance Program from Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo

LB-015-DM002  1950 January 26-27
Flyer for performances by Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo in Louisville on January 26 and 27, 1950